ADDENDUM # 2
BID # FY 2021-2022-012
INFLOW AND INFILTRATION PHASE 2A LATERAL TELEVISING AND LINING PROJECT
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Please ensure you check the City’s website for the latest addendum released for this project. Below find the link to the
City’s website: www.cohb.org\solicitations.
QUESTION 1. The bid documents are available for free on the Hallandale Beach website, so do they still need to be
purchased on demandstar so receipt of response is received?
ANSWER 1. No.
QUESTION 2. This sentence is at the bottom of page 3; The City will accept either (BDL) or (LMK) lining systems, for bid,
but will award based on price. Please change (BDL) to BLD.
ANSWER 2. Noted.
QUESTION 3. Referencing the time frame to complete the project – 210 days We request the City extend that time to
420 days. Normally the 210 day time frame would not be an issue but in todays world with supply change issues for
materials, parts and rising cost plus employment issues we deal with today.
ANSWER 3. Please see Addendum 1.
QUESTION 4. Can you submitted via demandstart too?
ANSWER 4. Please see Page 15 of the solicitation, Instructions for Submittal of Responses to the Bid, Section A: “A. Bidders
shall submit all bid documents electronically through www.demandstar.com. An instructional guide on how to submit
documents is included with this solicitation.”
QUESTION 5. Bid Item #1.09 – This is listed at LF, can the City specify a minimum or maximum LF per Schedule 80
replacement. It is very hard to bid this item when there is not a footage to price.
ANSWER 5. Please see page 14 of this solicitation, Bid Price Sheet, Line 1.09, Quantity 5000.
QUESTION 6. Does the City have any recommendations for a place to dump?
ANSWER 6. The City does not.
QUESTION 7. It appears that the BLD product requires a plate sample for every 50 installs and the LMK product requires
air testing: Is there a reason the testing criteria is different?
ANSWER 7. These are manufacture requirements and are not controlled by the City.
QUESTION 8. It appears that the BLD contractor only has to provide a 5 year material warranty and a 5 year installation:
The LMK contractor must provide a 10 year material warranty and a 5 year installation warranty. Is this accurate and by
design. If so, what is the reason for the difference in testing criteria for each?
ANSWER 8. These are manufacture requirements and are not controlled by the City.
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QUESTION 9. The LMK contractor is required to have experience in installing single stacks and double stacks. Is there a
reason that both contractors wouldn’t have the same criteria?
ANSWER 9. These are manufacture requirements and are not controlled by the City.
QUESTION 10. We would like the City of Hallandale to follow Orange County and add the specs for Cosmic into this ITB.
ANSWER 10. Not at this time.
QUESTION 11. Our total “Lateral Connection Seals” installed are close to 35,000 and totaling 200,000 linear feet of
lateral lining. Our resins used is either (“100%-Silicates or Epoxies”), neither which shrink and a far better product than
polyesters and vinyl esters. Once installed no chance of leaking! Approved and being installed in other areas of Florida.
What is the process to get approved in Hallandale Beach?
ANSWER 11. Not at this time.

PLEASE NOTE RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM # 2 BY COMPLETING ‘FORM P: ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ADDENDA’
WITH YOUR FIRM’S SUBMISSION.
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